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Abstract 
The recent years have witnessed an increase in revisiting language descriptions of the 
‘sleeping’ traditional languages of south-east Australia from available historic material. 
The languages of south-east New South Wales have thus far been largely neglected 
and this thesis fills a gap in the contemporary language work that has and still is being 
undertaken on traditional New South Wales languages. 
 This research study investigates the traditional Aboriginal languages of the New 
South Wales South Coast. The languages presented here are Dharrawal, Dharumba, 
Dhurga and Djirringanj, which were spoken from the southern parts of Sydney and 
Botany Bay down along the coast, close to the Victorian border. The language material 
used for the analysis consists entirely of archival material that was collected by 
various people between ca. 1834 and 1902. 
 Although previous work on the New South Wales South Coast languages (see 
Capell (n.d.) and Eades’ (1976)) offered insight into the structure of the languages, the 
available archival material has not been exhaustively utilised until now. Part B of this 
thesis presents the seventeen previously unanalysed texts transcribed by Andrew 
Mackenzie and Robert Hamilton Mathews during the latter half of the 19th Century. 
These texts supply a significant amount of additional morphological and syntactical 
information, and insights into narrative and discourse features; as well as mythologies 
of the South Coast people. 
 Throughout the thesis, issues of working from archival material are appropriately 
discussed to clarify interpretation of the material and to introduce the reader to the 
stages and processes involved in working from historic material. 
 This work is ultimately produced as a tool for local Aboriginal communities and 
community members to assist in current and future language reclamation and 
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revitalisation projects, and to allow for projects to aim for higher language proficiency 
than has previously been possible. 
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Abbreviations and Conventions 
Throughout this whole thesis, the language material is presented interlinearised and 
glossed using the following glossing abbreviations. Some glosses such as HITHER and 
OTHER are self-explanatory and are not included in this list. 
Abbreviations 
 
1 first person 
2 second person 
3 third person 
A vowel likely to be /a/ 






COM  comitative 













INCEPT inceptive aspect 
INSTR instrumental 
INTENS intensifier 




NP noun phrase 
NSW New South Wales 
OBJ object 
ONOM onomatopoeic word 
p/PL plural 
POT potential 
PRES present tense 
PRIV privative 
PSSR possessor 










U vowel likely to be /u/ 
V vowel of unknown quality 
VBLS verbaliser 
 
 Each source material is labelled with a referencing key that notes place of 
collection or language name, collector, year or publication (if applicable), page 
number in the original source, and language informant (where known). This is further 
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explained in detail in Chapter A.2 (Methodology), but abbreviations for 




BB Batemans Bay 






JB Jervis Bay 
MY Moruya 
N Nowra 
SCL South Coast Languages 
TB Twofold Bay 
U Dhurga 
UL Ulladulla 
WL Wallaga Lake 
WOLL Wollongong 
WW Wodi Wodi 
Y Yuin 
 
Language collector, language informant 
AC Arthur Capell 
AH Alfred Howitt 
AM Andrew Mackenzie 
Bi Bimmoon 
C Edward Curr 
E Diana Eades 
G Joseph Gaimard 
HH Horatio Hale 
HL Hermann Lau 
Hu Huggany 
JB John Brown 
JL James Larmer 
M Robert H. Mathews 
MM Micky Munnima 
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No Noleman 
QR Queen Rosie 
R George A. Robinson 
RD Richard Dawsey 
SoM Science of Man 
T Norman Tindale 
Th Thooritgal 
WR William Ridley 
 
Conventions  
In words where the quality of a vowel or consonant was impossible to determine, the 
applicable sound is represented by a capital letter, i.e. naDba represents that the sound 
is a stop, but because the various spelling <nadjba> and <nadhba> leave the 
question whether it is a alveolar, palatal, dental or retroflex stop. Similarly, gabA 
means that the quality of the final vowel is not certain from the only 
transcription<kubbo> given. It could be either /a/ or /u/, but from other examples 
ending with an o, it is likely to be /a/. If the vowel is represented with a V, it means 
that the quality of the vowel cannot be narrowed down to two choices. 
 In my phonemicised words, long vowels aa/ii/uu mean that the vowel length was 
authoritatively determined. Similarly, rr in the phonemicisations means it is a definite 
trill. However, a transcribed short vowel a/i/u in my glossing could mean either a short 
vowel or possibly a long vowel. Similarly, the grapheme r could be either the 
approximant rhotic or a trill.  
Glossing  
The glossing follows the Leipzig Glossing Convention where suffixes are marked with 
a -hyphen, clitics with a =equation mark and reduplications marked with a ~tilde. 
Example sentences from the original sources are presented in the following format and 
sequence (note that the top line is a true transcription as it appears in the source 
material): 
	  	   ix	  
(1) original transcription 
morphological break-down 
glossing (translation of lexemes and grammatical function of morphemes) 
original translation (reference key) 
Alternative/mytranslation 
 Within the discussion, words written italicised within <angle brackets> denote 
that this is the original spelling and representation as found in the source material. 
Note that for user-friendliness they are omitted in the ‘original spelling’ line in the 
example sentences.  
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